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As an outcome, provided policies come in place, conventional farmers will change their system and will get better results by learning from “technically strong 
farmers”. The system enabling sustainable agriculture is the combination of conservation agriculture and IPM so that agricultural technologies are considered to 
the extent they contribute to help farmers achieve their objectives.
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Picture 3. INSPIA Farms network.
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15 BMPs (Picture 2)
EU Farm-network (Picture 3 and 4)

INSPIA aims to provide for farmers a European index about
sustainable productive agriculture based on monitoring different
types of indicators – basically economic, social and environmental
indicators – since this is what needs to be balanced to achieve
sustainability. The indicators are tools to assess the status of
sustainability, especially to highlight what needs to be changed to
enhance sustainability. In this regard, society can help through
enabling legislation, since the outcomes farmers need to achieve
are also needed by society as a whole.

Picture 1. INSPIA 15 Best Management Practices.

Picture 2. INSPIA 15 BMPs Description.

Objective
Establish a methodology to assess farm’s sustainability for both annual 
and permanent crops. And Demonstrate that Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) help achieve sustainability in European agriculture (Picture 1).

Picture 4. How Sustainability agriculture looks like in EU.


